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Marketing material for professional investors and advisers only 

 

Schroder UK Real Estate Fund 
Important Announcement: Lifting of Dealing Suspension 
21 September 2020 
 

• SREF’s independent valuers are expected to remove the remaining material uncertainty clauses with respect 
to the upcoming 1 October 2020 valuation of SREF’s property portfolio   

• The Authorised Corporate Director (‘ACD’) and the Depositary have, on that basis, confirmed their intention 
to lift the Suspension on the next Valuation Date and Dealing Date of 1 October 2020 

• Any outstanding redemptions received and accepted by the ACD during Q4 2019 and Q1 2020, prior to the 
Suspension, are intended to be paid on 1 October 2020 at the prevailing Bid Price calculated on the same 
date on lifting of the Suspension   

• We will provide confirmation to investors on 1 October 2020 as to whether the Suspension has been lifted 
 

 
Background 
 
The suspension of new issuances and redemptions of Shares in the Schroder UK Real Estate Fund and Units in the 
Schroder UK Real Estate Fund Feeder Trust (collectively, ‘SREF’ or ‘the Fund’) was effective on and from midday 18 March 
2020 (‘the Suspension’). 
 
The initial decision to suspend dealing, and each review and decision to maintain the Suspension since then, have been 
taken in light of the material uncertainty clauses applied by SREF’s independent valuers (BNP Paribas and Knight Frank 
LLP) to the end-March 2020 and subsequent valuations of the Fund’s underlying properties.  Such uncertainty has 
meant that the independent valuers have been unable to rely on previous market experience and other evidence in 
order to form an opinion of value in the prevailing market conditions which, in turn, have prevented a sufficiently 
reliable NAV to be struck in order to form the basis of dealing in the Fund. 
 
 
Lifting the Suspension 
 
SREF’s independent valuers are expected to remove the remaining material uncertainty clauses with respect to the 
upcoming 1 October 2020 valuation of SREF’s property portfolio.   
 
Therefore, in anticipation of being able to then strike a sufficiently reliable NAV to support dealing in SREF, the 
Authorised Corporate Director and the Depositary have confirmed their intention to lift the Suspension on the next 
Valuation Date and Dealing Date of 1 October 2020.  The lifting of the Suspension will ultimately, however, be subject 
to the independent valuers removing material uncertainty clauses from the valuations of a sufficient proportion of the 
Fund’s property portfolio to support a sufficiently reliable NAV on which to calculate bid and offer prices in SREF. We 
also continue to monitor market conditions and the liquidity position of the Fund as appropriate.  
 
Treatment of outstanding redemptions  
 
Subject to the lifting of the Suspension, the outstanding redemptions received and accepted by the ACD during Q4 
2019 and Q1 2020, prior to the Suspension, are intended to be paid on 1 October 2020 at the prevailing Bid Price 
calculated on the same date.   Such settlement of redemptions will be made within four Business Days of the relevant 
Dealing Day for Redemption, in accordance with the usual dealing provisions set out in the SREF Prospectus.  
 
Once the Suspension has been lifted, investors will be able to submit subscription and redemption orders as 
normal.  Any orders placed during the Suspension have not been accepted and should, if desired, be re-submitted after 
the Suspension is lifted. 
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Resumption of reinvestment of income 
 
During the Suspension, those investors who had elected to reinvest income have instead been receiving monthly 
distribution payments.  This is because the Fund has not been able to reinvest income while dealing has been 
suspended, given the process requires the issue of new units at the prevailing offer price.   
 
For those investors who had previously elected to reinvest income and wish reinvestment to resume, this will occur 
immediately following the lifting of the Suspension without any further action required.  Distribution payments will 
continue as normal for investors usually receiving income distributions. 
 
SREF Positioning 
 
Despite COVID-19 uncertainty, over the last six months since the Suspension was announced in March, SREF has 
completed 47 letting transactions across the portfolio, delivering £10.3 million of additional income per annum in 
aggregate.  We also exchanged an agreement for lease with the UK Government at Ruskin Square, Croydon, which is 
now unconditional and will deliver a further £11.1 million of contractual income per annum on completion. This takes 
the aggregate total increase in contracted income to £21.4 million per annum, equating to a 21.8% uplift in contractual 
income on 2019 annual levels. Most recently on 15 September, SREF announced that it had exchanged contracts to 
acquire the freehold site at One Cambridge Square and will commit £45m to fund the development of a new Grade A 
office building at the site. The acquisition is in line with SREF’s strategy to invest in high growth winning cities which we 
believe are best-positioned to benefit from long-term structural trends. 
 
SREF has also experienced sustained transactional volumes on the secondary market, with nearly £50 million of deals 
over the first half of the year testifying to investor demand.  SREF also has a pipeline of further active asset 
management and transactional activity which, in our view, is expected to support relative outperformance and 
reinforce the defensive characteristics of the portfolio.  
 
Next Steps 
 
We are monitoring the situation closely with the UK Financial Conduct Authority, the Depositary, the Fund’s 
independent valuers and professional advisors to ensure we continue to act in the best interests of the Fund. We will 
provide confirmation to investors on 1 October 2020 as to whether the Suspension has been lifted. All updates and 
material developments will be posted on the Fund’s website, which may be accessed at the following link: 
https://www.schroders.com/en/uk/schroder-uk-real-estate-fund/ 
 
For more information please contact your client director or Freya Petty, details below: 
 
Freya Petty  
Manager, Real Estate Capital  
Schroder Real Estate Investment Management Limited  
 
1 London Wall Place, London EC2Y 5AU  
D: +44 (0)20 7658 7904  
M: +44 (0)7866 007 393  
freya.petty@schroders.com  
www.schroders.com  
 
Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may not be repeated. The value of investments and 
the income from them may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount originally 
invested. 
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Disclaimer  

For professional investors only. Not suitable for retail clients. 

The Schroder UK Real Estate Fund ("the Fund") is authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority (the "FCA") as a Qualified 
Investor Scheme ("QIS"). Only investors that meet the requirements for eligibility to invest in a QIS, as specified in COLL 8, 
Annex 1 of the FCA’s Handbook, may invest in the Fund. 

Investors and potential investors should be aware that past performance is not a guide to future returns. No warranty is 
given, in whole or in part, regarding the performance of the Fund and there is no guarantee that the investment objectives 
of the Fund will be achieved. The price of units shares and the income from them may fluctuate upwards or downwards and 
cannot be guaranteed. Property-based pooled vehicles, such as the Fund, invest in property, the value of which is generally 
a matter of a valuer's opinion. It may be difficult to deal in the shares of the Fund or to sell them at a reasonable price 
because the underlying property may not be readily saleable, thus creating liquidity risk. There is no recognised market for 
shares in the Fund and, as a result, reliable information about the value of shares in the Fund or the extent of the risks to 
which they are exposed may not be readily available. 

This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. The material is 
not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations. 
Potential investors are advised to independently review and/or obtain independent professional advice and draw their own 
conclusions regarding the economic benefit and risks of investment in SREF and legal, regulatory, credit, tax and 
accounting aspects in relation to their particular circumstances. 

Any investment in the Fund must be based solely on the prospectus, or any other document issued from time to time by the 
Manager of the Fund in accordance with applicable laws. 

The information and opinions have been obtained from sources we consider to be reliable. No responsibility can be 
accepted for errors of fact or opinion. Reliance should not be placed on the views and information in this document when 
taking individual investment and/or strategic decisions. A potential conflict with the Manager's duty to the shareholder 
may arise where an Associate of the Manager invests in shares in the Fund. The Manager will, however, ensure that such 
transactions are effected on terms which are not materially less favourable to the shareholder than if the potential conflict 
had not existed. 

MSCI data and indices: © and database right MSCI and its Licensors 2019. All rights reserved. MSCI has no liability to any 
person for any losses, damages, costs or expenses suffered as a result of any use of or reliance on any of the information 
which may be attributed to it. 

Schroders will be a data controller in respect of your personal data.  For information on how Schroders might process your 
personal data, please view our Privacy Policy available at www.schroders.com/en/privacy-policy or on request should you 
have access to this webpage. 

This document is intended for the use of the addressee or recipient only and may not be reproduced, passed on or 
published, in whole or in part, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of Schroder Unit Trusts Limited 

Issued September 2020 by Schroder Unit Trusts Limited, 1 London Wall Place, London EC2Y 5AU. Registration No, 4191730 
England. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. UK00500. UK001434 

Schroders tracks activity from this email and across our online channels, using cookies, in order to provide you with a 
better online experience and a richer, more personalised client service. You can choose not to accept certain cookies by 
turning this feature off within the browser settings, however doing this may detract from your user experience and even 
prevent access to some of our websites. This email was intended for the person to whom it was originally sent. 

If you have been forwarded this email and do not wish to receive any more, please contact the person who forwarded it to 
you. Privacy statement 
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